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sensonics satson vst is a revolutionary new channel strip plug-in that makes it easy to route any
audio source of your choice into an audio track on your sound card, or into any vst plug-in of your
choice. every time you change your source you instantly hear an exact replica of what your audio

source is recording, just as if you are playing the exact same audio source on a real instrument. the
channels strips plug-in can save a ton of time and frustration in managing your audio sources. you
simply drag and drop audio sources to the different track sections and instantly hear a preview of
what each track sounds like. in addition, the channel strip plug-in contains a wide range of well-

designed controls including three build-in effects, quick and easy access to your favorite vst plug-ins,
presets and loads more. the editing controls are easy to understand and easy to use and will appeal

to vst developers and windows users alike. i regularly find myself working in mixes where the
number of plugins used across the different tracks is maximizing my computers dsp. that is why im

always interested in new tools to streamline my sessions and make my workflow easier without
jeopardizing the sound quality. the sonimus satson channel strip is one of these tools! this plug-in

allows you to do more with less. it allows you to have multiple modules that you can set up to shape
the sound of your mix and make it tighter. it is loaded with presets of a wide variety of console

consoles, filters, and more. because of that, i cannot even think of anything to note as far as issues
are concerned. it sounds like a dream to work with. it is well designed and you will be able to

develop your own use for it, or you can directly use its presets. i would use sonimus satson channel
strip every time i need to make a tight and rich sounding mixing board.
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this is the latest generation of the satson
portfolio. it is loaded with a wide variety of

presets of consoles, filters, and more. because
of that, i cannot even think of anything to note
as far as issues are concerned. it sounds like a
dream to work with. it is well designed and you
will be able to develop your own use for it, or
you can directly use its presets. i would use

sonimus satson channel strip every time i need
to make a tight and rich sounding mixing board.
from the sonimus website: the most authentic
console emulation available. with the satson cs
youll have access to the best of both worlds -

the luxury of an analog audio console, the
power and flexibility of an audio plugin. create
presets of all the console modules such as low
pass, high pass, band pass, graphic equalizers,
eqs, and more, and save them to a folder for

instant recall. use the presets to create custom
console patches that match the presets exactly.

or customize them to a unique coloration of
your own creation. hi, and welcome to our latest
giveaway. it's been on the drawing board for a
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while now, and we finally felt ready to release it.
here are some of the best cs presets we have on

this particular sonimus audio product. it is a
plugin that lets you emulate different analog
audio consoles: from the original ones, to the

more recent ones, from ssl to emt 128. the fact
is that like most products, the more presets you

have in your plugin collection, the more
possibilities youll have for a unique sound. weve

made the download available for free, but
please, dont forget to leave a comment with a
link to your mixes for a chance to win it! the

contest will end at midnight est on friday, june
5th.good luck to everyone and keep an eye on
musixon.com for more giveaways! 5ec8ef588b
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